National 5
Revision
Paper 4

SECTION 1 — EXPRESSIVE ART STUDIES — 20 marks

Attempt this question.

1.

Artists communicate and express their ideas about their subject in variety of ways. Identify TWO
works by different artists that you have studied. These should be based on similar subject matter
and/or the same theme.
With reference to these works in your answer compare each artist’s use of:




composition
colour
style

Which of the two works do you find most appealing? Give TWO reasons
10

SECTION 1 — EXPRESSIVE ART STUDIES (continued)

Attempt ONE question from Q2, Q3, Q4, Q5 or Q6.
Read your selected question and the notes on the illustration carefully.

Image for Q.2

Nicholas Simington

‘Artist colours on shelf’ Gouache and Tempera

2. Everyday subjects are a source of inspiration for many artists. Comment on the artists approach to the
subject matter in this painting. In your answer refer to




colour
composition
tone

What is your opinion of this approach to still life painting? Give TWO reasons.
10

SECTION 2 — DESIGN STUDIES
Attempt this question.
7.

Designers have to show creativity in their approach to developing designs. Identify
two designs by different designers that you have studied who have worked in the
same design area.
With reference to these designs, in your answer compare both designs in terms of:
• style
• visual impact
• inspiration/influences
Which of these two designs is the most successful? Give two reasons why.

10

SECTION 2 — DESIGN STUDIE S (continued)
Attempt one question from Q8, Q9, Q10, Q11 or Q12.
Read your selected question and the notes on the illustration carefully.

Image for Q11

Gill Forsbrook Tension necklace, 2010 48cm x 10cm x 0.7cm

Materials - polypropylene, jasper, steel cable
Necklace of polypropylene curls held under tension on steel cable with jasper ovals.

11.

Designers are inspired by many different things. Comment on this design. In your
answer, refer to:
•

form
• wearability
• materials
What target market do you think this design would appeal to? Give two reasons.

